
Chemistry. - "Equilibria in systems. in which phases, separated by a 
semipermeable membrane. VI. By F. A. H. SCHREINEMAKERS. 

(Communicated at the meeting of February 28. 1925). 

In the previous communications we have discussed some simple cases 
of osmose in binary and ternary systems. We now shall deduce some 
general properties. 

The osmotic water-attraction of a system of phases. 
In our previous considerations we have discussed already the a .W.A. 

of a liquid and in some simple cases also that of one or more solid 
substances ; now we shall consider more general cases. We take the 
osmotic equilibrium : 

(1) 

in which EI is a system of nl components in rl phases under the pressure 
PI and E2 a system of n2 components in r2 phases under the pres su re P 2. 

We now imagine that a small quantity of water (in general : of the 
diffusing substance) passes from the system E 2 into the system EI; then 
the thermodynamical potentialof the system EI will change with bZI • 

that of the system E2 with bZ2 . When t5Z1 + (~Z2 ==== O. then system (1) 
is in equilibrium. wh en bZI + bZ2 < O. then water will diffuse through 
the membrane. In order to define the direction. in which the water will 
diffuse through the membrane. we have to know c5Z1 and bZ2 • Firstly 
we shall define bZI for the system EI; for this we distinguish different 
cases. 

J. The system EI consists of a liquid only. 
We call the nl components. of which the liquid LI consists. XY . . . W; 

we represent the composition of the liquid by: 

XI Mol X + YI Mol Y . .. + (1 -XI - YI ... ) Mol W. 

We assume that there are ql quantities of this liquid LI' each with 
the thermodynamical potential Cl' Wh en a small quantity f1- of the 
diffusing substance W passes from the system E 2 into those ql quantities 
of the liquid LI' then follows: 

bZI = (ql + 11) ( Cl + ~~I dXI + ~~II dYI ... ) - qI CI · 

As. when It is infinitely small with respect to q . 
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d - qlxl _ fl 
XI- --- -XI-- - XI 

ql + fl ql 

etc. we may write also : 

Z ( 
a(1 a(1 ) 

b I = (I - XI aXI - YI aYI -... fl = fPI fl (2) 

Previously we have seen that the value of fPI in connection with a 
corresponding value of the system E 2 decides whether the substance W 
will diffuse from the liquid LI towards the system E 2 or reversally; for 
the sake of abbreviation we shall say therefore that fPI defines the 
a.W.A. of the liquid LI' 

II. The system EI consists of two or more liquids. 
Wh en two or more liquids are in equilibrium with one another. th en 

they are isotonic with respect to all components; consequently they also 
have the same a.W.A. It is obvious. therefore. also that the a.w.A. 
of a complex of liquids is equal to the a.W.A. of each of them. separa
tely. We are able to prove this still also in the following way. For the 
sake of simplicity we take a system of two liquids viz. 

. (3) 

We represent the composition of 

LI by XI Mol X + Yl Mol Y . . . + (l-xI-YI ... ) Mol W 

L2 by X2 Mol X + Y2 Mol Y . .. + (1-x2-Y2' .. ) Mol W. 

We take ql quantities of LI and q2 quantities of L2• each with the 
thermodynamical potential (I and (2' We now imagine that a small 
quantity fl of the diffusing substance W passes from the system E2 into 
the system EI ' Wh en al quantities of W go towards the ql quantities 
of LI and a2 quantities of W towards the q2 quantities of L 2• then 
is. therefore al + a2 = fl. Further we assume that at the same time 
bnx bny ••• bnw quantities of the substances X Y . .. W pass from the q2 
quantities of L2 into the ql quantities of LI' We now have: 

( 
a( a( ) 

+(q2-6.+ a2) (+axdx+aydy . .. 2- ql (l-q2 C2 

in which 6. = dnx + bn y ••• + bn ... 
Further we find: 

qldxl = bnx - XI (6. + al) 

qldYI = dn y - YI (6. + al) 

q2dx2 = - bnx + X2 (6. - a2) 

q2dY2 = - bny + Y2 (6. - a2) 

etc. With the aid of this (3) passes into: 

(4) 
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in which: 

We now imagine firstly the system (3) by itself so that a l = 0 and a 2 =0. 
Then follow from (5) the known equations for equilibrium : 

· (6) 

When now. as is assumed above. ft = al + a2 quantities of W diffuse 
from E2 towards the two liquids and when we assume that both these 
liquids are in equilibrium with one another. then (5) passes. therefore. into: 

· (7) 

Consequently it is apparent from this. as is already said above. that 
the a .W .A. of liquid LI is equal to that of L2 and equal to that of 
the complex LI + L2• 

lIl. The system EI contains. besides one or more liquids. still other phases. 
In the examples. discussed already formerly . we have seen that the 

a.w.A. of a binary or ternary liquid. which is saturated with asolid 
substance. is equal to the a.W.A. of the liquid only. Consequently the 
a .W .A. of a liquid does not change by the presence of asolid substance. 
with which it is in equilibrium. Generally this is the case. Let us take 
f. i. the system : 

EI = LI + L2 ••• + FI + F 2 + ... 
in which LI' L 2 etc. represent liquids and FI F 2 • •• other phases. Then 
the a .W.A. of LI is equal to that of L 2 etc. and equal to that of the 
total system EI ' 

In order to show this for a system 

· (8) 

we represent t he composition of 

L by x Mol X + y Mol Y .. . + (I - x - y ... ) Mol W 

FI .. al Mol X + PI Mol Y ... + (I- a l - PI"') Mol W 

F2 .. a 2 Mol X + P2 Mol Y . .. + (1 - a 2 - P2 .. . ) Mol W 

etc.; we call the thermodynamical potentials C Cl C2 etc. 
We now imagine that a small quantity f t of the diffusing substance 
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W passes from a system E 2 into the system EI; th is will cause also that 
dnl dn2 .. . quantities of the phases FI F 2 . . . pass into the Iiquid L. The 
change of thethermodynamical potentialof the system E then is: 

dZI = (q + 6 + ,u) ( C + ~; dx +- ~~ dy . .. )~.. (9) 

- qC - Cl dnl - C2 dn2 . . . ~ 
in which: 6 = dnl + dn2 . .. + dnr_l. Further is assumed that in the 
equilibrium (8) q quantities of liquid occur. Wh en we represent the 
quantities of the components X Y . .. W . which pass into the liquid. by 
dn x dny ... dnw. then they are defined by : 

dn x = al dnl + a2 dn2 + a3 dn3 ... < 

dny = (31 dnl + (32 dn2 + (33 dn3 . .. ~ 
. (10) 

etc. Hence follows the relation : 

dn x + dn y ... + Ön w = 6 + ,u. 

Now we find for the values. which we have to give to dx dy ... 
in (9) : 

q . dx = dn x - x (6 + ,u) 

q . dy = dn y - y (6 + ,u) 

etc. With the aid of this (9) passes into : 

dZI = ( C - x ~; - y ~~ .. . ) (6 + ,u) - Cl dnl - C2 dn2 . . 'l 
oe àC . (11) 

+ àx . dn x + ày . dny .. . 

If we imagine in (11) the va lues of dn x dn y • •• from (10). to be sub
stituted th en it appears that (11) contains besides ,u still the r-I variations 

dnl dn2'" 
Firstly we take the system (8) by itself. so that ,u = O. Then follow 

from (11) the known r- I equations for equilibrium 

oe oe 
C - Ci + (ai - x) àx + ((3i - y) ày + ... = 0 . (12) 

i = 1. 2 .... (r - I) 

When. as is assumed above. ,u quantities of the sub stance W diffuse 
towards the system EI and when we assume that this system is in 
equilibrium. th en (11) passes into : 

( Moe )0 

dZI = C - x àx - y ày . .. ,u . . . (13) 

The O.W.A. of the whole system (8) is the same. therefore. as that 
of the liquid. 
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Of course the considerations above are also true. when one of the 
solid phases is the diffusing substance W . 

IV. The system EI consists of solid substances only. 
We take a system : 

(14) 

of n components in r phases. we represent the composition of a phase 
F; by: 

Ui Mol X + Pi Mol Y . .. + (1 - Ui - Pi • •• ) Mol W 

i = 1. 2 . . ..• r 

We assume that those solid phases have a constant composition. We 
now may distinguish several cases. according to the fact whether from 
system (14) by acceptance or loss of a small quantity of the diffusing 
substance W a liquid arises or not. 

1°. A liquid arises. 
When we take a system as f. i. 

of course this cannot lose water but it can take in water. 
In the latter case it passes into : 

in which L is a liquid saturated with the solid substances. However. 
there are also systems which can form a liquid. also with loss of water. 

A simple example is a. o. the hydrate Fe2 Ch. 12H20 f.i. at 30°; 
this passes. when we witdraw from it a little water. into the equilibrium 
L + Fe2 Ch. 12 H 20. in which the liquid L contains more Fe2Cl6 than 
the hydrate. Consequently we distinguish two cases. 

a. The Iiquid is formed. when the system takes the diffusing substance. 
In the previous communication we have put in some simple cases of 

ternary systems the O .W .A . of one or two solid substances equal to 
th at of the liquid. which arises at the acceptance of a small quantity of 
water. That th is is generally the case. appears a. o. in the following way. 
We assume that system (14) by acceptance of a small quantity of the 
diffusing substance W passes into the system: 

(15) 

We give to L the composition : 

x Mol X + y Mol Y . . . + (1 - x - y ... ) Mol W . 

When this liquid arises by the liquefaction of !5n I quantities of FI + dn2 
quantities of F 2 etc.. with p. quantities of W. then we have: 

16 
Proceedings Royal Acad . Amsterdam. Vol. XXVIII. 
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aldnl +a2dn2' " 
x= 6 +" 

etc. in which 

6 = dnl + dn2'" + dn • . 

The change of the thermodynamical potential then is: 

dZI = C (6 + ,,) - Cl Jnl - C2 dn2 . 

(16) 

(17) 

Wh en we assume that system (15) is in equilibrium. then r equations 
of the form (12) are valid for this. With the aid of those and of (16) 
we find: 

( 
àC àC ) , C . 6 + x àx + y ày + . .. ,,- Cl dnl - C2 dn2 ... = 0 

so that (17) passes into: 

dZI = (C-x~~ - y ~; -... }ft (18) 

Hence follows th at the a.W.A . of a system of solid phases is equal 
to the a .w .A. of the liquid. which arises when the system takes a little 
of the diffusing substance. 

b. The liquid is formed, when the system fases the di[fusing substance. 
We now find the same as in case a. By recapitulation of bath cases. 

it follows: 
when in a system of solid substances a liquid LI is formed with 

acceptance of the diffusing substance Wand a liquid L2 is formed with 
loss of this substance W . then the a . W . A . of this system has two 
values ; the one is equal to that of liquid LI and is valid for the acceptance. 
the other to that of liquid L 2 and is valid for the loss of the diffusing 
substance. 

In the previous communications we have discussed already same simple 
examples. 

2. Twa or more fiquids arise. 
Af ter the former considerations it is not necessary to discuss this case 

more in detail. 

3. No liquid arises. 
Wh en a system EI of solid substances takes a Iittle of the diffusing 

substance W fj. water and na liquid is formed. then this taken water 
must be held in any way by the solid sub stances. or it must be deposited 
like ice or it must occur as watervapour. Let us take fj. the system: 

(19) 

which consists of one substance only; th is may pass by acceptance of 
water into the system : 

(20) 
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The system 
(21) 

may pass into: 

(22) 

and the system : 

(23) 

below 17°.2 into the system: 

We represent the reactions occurring in those systems by 

Na2S04 - Na2S04 . 10 H 20 + 10 . H 20 = 0 f 
Fe2C1(,. 7 H 20 - Fe2C16' 12 H 20 + 5 H 20 = 0 ( (25) 

BaCl2 . 2 H 20 + 3 HgCl2 - BaCl2 . 3 Hg Cl2 . 6 H 20 + 4 H 20 = 0 ) 

Prom the systems 19, 21 and 23 a new phase arises, therefore, by 
acceptance of water; this is no more the case in the systems 20, 22 
and 24 which have originated from those ; only the quantities of the 
phases, which are present already, change in them. The same is true 
also, when we withdraw a little water from those systems 20, 22 anel 
24. Consequently we may say that in those systems at acceptance or 
loss of water a phases-reaction occurs, as is represented in (25), viz. a 
reaction, at which not the composition but only the quantity of the 
phases changes. As the systems 19, 21 and 23 by acceptance of a very 
small quantity of water pass at on ce already into 20, 22 and 24, we 
shall consider the lat ter only, consequently systems, in which at acceptance 
or loss of the diffusing substance a phases-reaction occurs. 

We now take a similar system : 

(26) 

we represent the reaction, when ,u quantities of the diffusing substance 
Ware taken in by: 

(27) 

In this [compare the reactions 25] some of the reaction-coefficients are 
positive, and other on es negative. Of course it may be also the case 
that one or more of the phases of (26) do not participate in the rea ct ion I), 
the corresponding reaction-coefficients in 27 are zero then . A simple 
case we have f.i. in the system: 

(28) 

I) Then we have a singular equilibrium. Compare for this : F . A . H . SCHREINEMAKERS : 

In-, mono- and plurivariants equilibria. XXVII and XXVIII . 

16* 
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when water is the diffusing substance. Reaction (27) then becomes: 

- ft quantities of ice + ft quantities of water = 0 . (29) 

or in the ordinary form: water ~ ice. 

When system 26 takes in ft quantities of the diffusing substance W, 
th en is the change of the thermodynamical potential: 

dZI = - ÀI Cl - À2 C2 ••• - Àr Cr . . (30) 

As viz. the quantity of a phase decreases when this is negative [compare 
f. i. the reactions 25], we must give in 30 the negative sign to ÀI À2 •• • 

We now take a liquid L which is in equilibrium with the system 26. 
This is always possible. Let us take f. i. the system Na2S01+ Na2S01' 
10 H 20 at a definite temperature TI and under a definite pressure PI 
and let us consider the system : 

Na2S01 + Na2S01 . 10 H 20 + L 

at the same TI and PI' Then we have th ree phases, while TI and PI 
are given ; consequently the liquid must contain three components at 
least. Wh en it contains three components, th en its composition is com
pletely defined; when it contains four components, th en it is represented 
by the points of a curve in spa ce ; etc. 

Wh en we take the system with the two ternary double-salts. D . a H 20 + 
D fJ . H 20 , so that in this a phases-reaction may occur by acceptance 
or loss of water. Then the liquid of the equilibrium D. a H 20 + 
+ D . {J H 2 0 + L must contain also three components at least. As the 
solid phases are ternary compounds, the liquid, however, contains already 
from itself the three components. Consequently we need not add one or 
more new components, as in the previous system. The composition of 
the ternary liquid L is completely defined ; in general there are two 
different ternary liquids, which may be in equilibrium with D . a H 20 + 
D. {J H 20. 

We now consider the equilibrium; 

The compositions of the solid phases are represented by : 

ajMol X + {JjMol Y . . . + (1 - aj- (Jj ... ) Mol W 

i=1.2 .. . 1' 

. (31) 

that of the liquid L, which contains, besides the' components X Y . .. 
W yet also one or more other components M N . . . by 

m Mol M + n Mol n ... + x Mol X + y Mol Y . .. 

+ (1 - m - n .. . - x - y .. . ) Mol W. 

We now take in system 31 q quantities of liquid. When the solid 
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substances take ~w quantities of the substance W from those q quanti
ties of liquid. then phases-reaction 27 occurs; however. the quantities 
which participate in th is reaction are ~w: IJ.. times as large now. The 
thermodynamical potentialof the solid phases changes by th is with : 

Ów 
- (ÀI 'I + À2 '2'" Àr ' r) - (32) 

IJ.. 
that of the total liquid L with 

( à' M à' M) - , + m àm + n àn ... + x àx + Y ày ' " bw . (33) 

The total thermodynamical potentialof the system 31 changes. there
fore. with the sum 32 and 33. As at the equilibrium th is change must 
be zero at constant Tand P for each reaction 'possible in the system. 
the sum of 32 and 33 is zero. therefore. consequently also their sum 
when the factor ~w is omitted. Hence follows that for 30 we may 
write also: 

bZI = ( ,- m g~ + n ~~ ... - x~~ - Y ~;"')ft (34) 

This means: 
the O .W.A. of a system of solid phases between which a phases

reaction may occur by acceptance or loss of the diffusing substance W. 
is equal to the O.W.A. of each liquid. with which that system of solid 
phases can be in equilibrium. 

Consequently it follows also from th is : 
all solutions. which can be in equilibrium with a system of solid 

substances in which a phases-reaction can occur by acceptance or loss of 
the diffusing substance W. have the same O.W.A. and are isotonic. therefore. 

The O.W.A. of the system Na2 804 + Na2 S04 . 10 H 20 is equal. 
therefore. to that of each arbitrary liquid L of the equilibrium: 

(35) 

Above we have seen that this Iiquid must contain besides the components 
H 20 and Na2 S04 yet at least one other substance. It is indifferent which 
are those substances or substance f.i. alcohol. aceton. KCI. sugar etc .. 
provided that only the liquid is in equilibrium with the two solid substances. 
Consequently an infinite number of liquids exists which may be in 
equilibrium with Na2 S01 + Na2 801 . 10 H 20 ; they are all isotonic. 

The same is true also for systems as f.i. Na Cl + ice. Na2 S01 + ice 
etc. and in general for a system ; ice + F 2 + F3 •• • ; the phases-reaction 
which takes place at acceptance or loss of water is then; water ~ ice. 

The preceding properties are deduced in supposition that the phases 
of system 26 have a constant composition ; however. they are valid also 
for solid substances with a variabIe composition (f.i. mixed-crystals) and 
also wh en one of the phases is gaseous. Consequently they are true 
also for a system: water-vapour + F2 + F3 . . . 
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From the preceding considerations followat on ce the results. which 
we have deduced in the previous communications for simple cases in 
ternary systems. Let us take f.i. fig . 2 (Communication V); with the aid 
of the rule. deduced above sub IV. 1. a. we find : the a .w .A. of the 
solid substance X is equal to that of liquid b; that of Ihe hydrate H 
is equal to that of liquid a and that of the solid mixture X + Y is 
equal to that of liquid c (and of course equal also to thaI of the liquids 
of the isotonic curves. which go through the points b. a and cl. 

Iri fig . 3 (Comm. V) the a.w.A. of the ternary compound Dis equal 
to that of liquid s. in fig . 4 it is equal to that of the liquid d. The 
a .W .A. of the complex X + D is in both figures equal to that of the 
Iiquid d and that of Y + D equal to that of liquid c. 

A phases-reaction can occur between the phases Y + H in fig. 2 by 
acceptance and loss of water; with the aid of the ~ule. deduced sub IV. 3 
it follows. that the a . W . A. of Y + H is equal to that of liquid d. 

In the equilibria represented by figs. 3 and 4 (Comm. V) also the 
complex X + Y + D can exist. According to IV. 8 this complex has 
the same a.w.A. as the liquid in each arbitrary equilibrium: 

X + Y + D + L. (35a) 

af course an infinite number of those equilibria exists. but then the 
liquid must contain. besides the components X Y and W. still one or 
more other components. 

This follows also at once from the figs. 3 and 4; herein viz. no Iiquid 
exists. which can be in equilibrium with the three solid substances X Y 
and D. Yet in the ternary system itself also liquids exist. which have 
the same a .W .A . as the complex X + Y + D. In order to show this 
we take an arbitrary system: 

(36) 

in which q, etc. represent the quantities of the different phases. We take 
q positive and very small with respect to q, qz and q3' As. however. 
this system (36) is not stabIe. it passes into the complex: 

(37) 

We now represent the thermodynamical potentials by Cx Cy CD and C. 
the composition of 

D by n.X + fI Y + (1 - n. - (3) W 
L by xX+ yY+ (l - x - y)W. 

With the transition of sysrem (36) into (37) the total thermodynamical 
potential must decrease; hence follows: 

(38) 
in which 

(39) 
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(38) is valid for every arbitrary liquid. therefore. for each value of x 
and y. If we put x = o and y = O than (38) passes into ' w> K. in 
which 'W is the thermodynamical potentialof water. 

We now imagine a liquid L. which has the same O .W.A. as the 
complex X + Y + D; consequently we have the osmotic equilibrium: 

(40) 

in which the reaction: 

aX + {3y - D + (1 - a - (3) W = 0 

occurs. The composition X y of this liquid L of equilibrium (40) is 
defined by: 

M 0' 
,- x Ox - y oy = K (41) 

in which K has the value. indicated in (39). Now we may always satisfy 
(41). For x = 0 and y = 0 the first part of (41) becomes 'wand. 
therefore. greater than K. Let we change x and y . th en the first part 
can obtain. therefore. all values between ' wand - 00; consequently 
there are also values of x and y. for which the fir~t part becomes equal 
to K; consequently we can always satisfy (41). Hence follows. therefore : 

in figs . 3 and 4 (Comm. V) is situated anywhere a curve. which 
represents the solutions. which have the same O .W.A. as the solid 
complex X + Y + D . 

We are able to deduce something about the position of this isotonic 
curve. We imagine in those figs. 3 and 4 each of the three saturation
curves to be drawn totally . That of D then forms a cIosed curve ; ac 
then terminates in a point. which we shall call c'. and b d in a point 
which we shall eall d ' ; those points c' and d' are situated on the side 
X y. As the system X + Y is stabie. those curves a c c' and b d d' 
intersect one another in a point s' within the triangle. 

We now can show that the point of intersection of the isotonic curve 
with the saturation-curve a c c' s' is situated on the part c' s' . For this it 
is sufficient to show that the solution. which is represented by this point 
of intersection is supersaturated with respect to the solid substance X . 

This solution is defined by the equations: 

M M ' - x - - y - = K 
OX oy 

M M 
' - x - + (l - y) - = ' OX oy y 

(42) 

(43) 

the first of which represents the isotonic curve and the second one the 
saturation-curve of the solid substance Y. We find from this: 
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We flnd this by substituting in the flrst part of (H) f.i. the values of a, a, . a x and a y' WhlCh follow from (42) and (43). Wh en the flrst part should 

be zero. th en this meant that the liquid was in equilibrium with the 
solid substance X . According to (38) the second part of (H) is positive. 
however; this means that the liquid is supersaturated with respect to 
the solid substance X . 

Generally we are able to prove now that all liquids of the isotonic 
curve are supersaturated; consequently this curve is situated totally 
within the supersaturated region. 

The a .W .A. of the solid complex X + Y + Dis. therefore. greater 
than those of the liquids c and d (flgs. 3 and 4 comm. V) and those of 
all other saturated and unsaturated liquids. When we bring the solid 
complex in osmotic contact with one of those saturated or unsaturated 
liquids. th en it takes water in and passes into one of the equilibria 
X + D + liquid d or Y + D +Iiquid c. 

(To be continued). 
Leiden. Lab. of lnorg. Chemistry. 




